Effects of lexical stress and speech rate on the quantity and quality of Slovak vowels
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Abstract

We investigate the relationship between vowel quantity and the utilization of formant space in Slovak, and how prosodic variation in speech rate and lexical stress marking affects this relationship. Slovak presents a common five-vowel system with full phonemic quantity contrast for all vowels in all positions. We found that 1) phonemic quantity contrast in Slovak is salient and minimally affected by lexical stress and speech rate, and 2) shortening due to phonemic contrast and destressing but not due to speech rate, are accompanied by vowel space contraction. We compare the results to the geographically neighboring languages Czech and Hungarian that display similar prosodic characteristics to Slovak.
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1. Introduction

Vowel duration is one of the major features used in signaling prosodic distinctions such as the presence and absence of lexical stress, prosodic boundaries, or phrasal accents. The system underlying segmental quantity, however, is domain-specific and language-specific, and thus relevant for the cognitive system that underlies speech. For example, the articulatory strategies for achieving acoustic lengthening in accented syllables are different from the strategies used for pre-boundary lengthening or speech tempo variations [1]. In languages that use vowel duration for signaling phonemic contrasts, the competing requirements of the segmental and prosodic systems are resolved in a language specific manner. For example, in Finnish, utterance-final lengthening is regulated to preserve the phonemic quantity distinctions, and although final lengthening is a universal tendency, its implementation is proposed to be language-specific [2].

In addition to prosody, vowel quantity also interacts in language-specific ways with vowel quality. For example, Hungarian has 14 monophthongs that can be arranged in 7 quantity pairs based on their phonological behavior, but vowel quality diverges largely for two of these pairs [3]. It was observed in [4] that the phonetic realization of the quantity contrast correlates with the realization of the quality contrast: vowels with robust quality distinction, such as /u/ or /e/, display robust quantity contrasts, while overlapping durations have been observed for vowels with minimal quality differences such as /i/, /i/, and /u/. The opposite tendency characterizes the interaction of quality and quantity distinction in Czech [5]. At least one out of five Czech vowels with phonemic quantity contrasts, namely /i/, is also distinguished by quality: long [iː] is tense while short [i] is lax. Contrary to Hungarian, qualitatively different [iː] and [i] in Czech are produced with considerable durational overlap, whereas vowel pairs without the quality distinction are consistently distinguished durationally.

Slovak is a West-Slavic language genetically closely related to Czech and presents a five-vowel system of monophthongs /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/ with full phonemic quantity contrast for all vowels in all positions. Although Hungarian is Finno-Ugric and thus genetically unrelated to Slavic, all three languages are related geographically through extensive language contact and display remarkable prosodic similarities by fixed left-most lexical stress and phonemic vowel quantity distinctions. Standard literature on Slovak [6] claims that quantity contrast does not affect the quality of vowels apart from long /aː/ that is said to be slightly more open than short /a/. This claim corresponds to the intuitions of native speakers, but careful quantitative investigation of Slovak vowel productions is missing.

The primary focus of the present study is to investigate the relationship between vowel quantity and the utilization of formant space in Slovak, and how prosodic variation in speech rate and lexical stress marking affects this relationship. More specifically, there are potentially three sources of formant space contraction related to quantity: shortening due to the phonemic quantity contrast, due to absence of lexical stress, and due to fast speech rate. We investigate the degree of quantity variation of these three sources and to what extent they are accompanied by centralization. By including lexical stress and tempo variation, our study also fills the gaps in the studies of Czech and Hungarian.

2. Methodology

Primary data for the study come from the recordings of two native Slovak speakers (one male and one female) reading prompt sentences in two speech rates. The stimuli consist of nonsense words in the forms CVC,a and CaCV embedded in a prompt sentence Hovoríme ___ podobne a ___ podobne “We say...similarly and...similarly”. Symmetrical voiceless plosives /p/, /t/, /k/ flanked the target vowels from both sides, and vowel targets included all Slovak monophthongs /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/, /i/ [i], /a/ [a]...

In order to avoid somewhat unnatural methods for achieving speech rate variation such as metronome prompting, a combination of approaches in [7] and [8] was used. First, during a pre-recorded session we asked speakers to read prompt sentences in their natural tempo and assigned a number 10 to this tempo. Then we practiced reading in twice that rate (20) and half that rate (5). Additionally, the rates of 15 and 40 were practiced. When subjects were comfortable with the rate variation, we recorded a subset of the test sentences in blocks for each of the five rates. From this subset we selected two rates (normal and fast), and example sentences from those rates, that yielded good overlap in the
durations of short vowels in the normal rate and long vowels in the faster rate. The example sentences were then presented auditorily and randomly before each 4th - 8th prompt sentence during the actual recording session, and the subjects were instructed to match the rate of the test sentences as closely as possible to the rates of the example sentences. The recording sessions alternated blocks of normal and fast speech rates.

This procedure resulted in 240 target words for each subject (3 consonants, 10 vowels, 2 positions, 2 rates, and 2 repetitions), which gives 528 tokens of target vowels (including both [a] vowels that occurred in words papa, tata, and kaka). Subjects were also instructed, and reminded if necessary, not to make any prosodic breaks during the test sentences. Data were recorded using the SpeechRecorder interface [9] with a head-mounted condenser microphone and digitized at 44.1 kHz.

Automatic SAMPA annotations for the target sentences were created and then forced aligned to the acoustic signal using the HTK toolkit. The phoneme boundaries were hand-corrected using Praat [10], and annotations for syllables and words based on the phoneme alignment were added. The boundaries between consonants and vowels were marked at the beginning of the modal voice on the left of the vowel, and the cessation of formants on the right. A Praat script was used to automatically extract the duration of each vowel, and first and second formants as median values from the 15 ms window around the temporal midpoint of the vowel. All formant values were converted to Bark scale [11] to better describe perceptual characteristics of quality variation.

To assess the variation in the utilization of the vowel space, we computed the centroids of the vowel space for each speaker from all vowels produced by that speaker as the F1 and F2 means, and the Euclidean distances for each F1-F2 data point from the respective centroid of that speaker.

3. Results

3.1. Prosody and vowel quantity

We start with a descriptive analysis of vowel durations in relation to the three factors: phonemic contrast, presence of lexical stress, and speech rate. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of lexical stress on vowel durations in the fast (top) and normal (bottom) speech rate. The box plots show that long vowels are significantly longer than short vowels irrespective of speech rate and the presence of lexical stress. Independently of the prosodic factors, subject 2 marked the phonemic contrast with a greater ratio of long/short vowels, and the durational contrast of the vowel [a] was in general greater than with the other four vowels for both subjects. A tendency for the weakening of the quantity contrast could be observed for vowels [i] and [e] for subject 1 especially in the unstressed position in both rates, and also for [u] in the fast rate. Prosodic weakening due to the absence of stress and fast speech rate affected long vowels more than short vowels. Similar results were obtained for the duration of the CV syllables in which these vowels occurred.

The information in Figure 1 can be numerically expressed also as ratios for pairs of long/short vowels and stressed/unstressed vowels in each condition. These ratios show that the characterization of Slovak long vowels as twice as long as the short ones is supported in our data because all long/short ratios reached above 1.5 and on average they were around 2. A minor but consistent compression of the quantity contrast was observed in the fast rate (Δ ≈ 0.3 in all conditions). The long/short ratio differed robustly from the stressed/unstressed ratio for subject 2 (with means of 2.1 for length and 1.1 for stress) but the ratios for [e] and [u] for subject 1 in fast rate overlapped. Hence, for this subject, the short-long contrast can be realized similarly to the stressed-unstressed contrast for some vowels. Subject 1 also produced consistently greater quantity differences between stressed and unstressed vowels than subject 2.

3.2. Prosody and vowel quality

Similarly to duration, we analyze the formant space characteristics related to lexical stress and speech rate descriptively. First, pooling all vowels together and assessing the compression of the vowel space with Euclidean distances, the boxplots in Figure 2 show that centralization of short vowels compared to the long ones is the most consistent trend for both subjects and speech rates. Centralization of unstressed vowels compared to the stressed ones can also be observed for both rates in subject 1 and to a small degree also in fast rate in subject 2. Fast speech rate does not seem to be realized with
more centralized vowels than normal rate. Hence, speech rate caused greater effects in quantity than lexical stress, while the reverse is true for vowel quality.

The plots in Figure 3 provide information about formant space utilization for individual vowels. It can be observed that with few exceptions short vowels are generally more centralized compared to the long ones in all prosodic positions. Looking at the normal speech rate we see that short vowels tend to centralize due to the absence of stress much more than the long vowels. Comparing the effects of lexical stress (horizontally adjacent plots in columns 1-2 and 3-4) with speech rate (columns 1-3 and 2-4) we observe that the absence of lexical stress seems to lead to greater neutralization than fast speech rate. Both of these observations confirm the conclusions drawn from Figure 2. Interestingly, front vowels, and especially [e], tend to be centralized the most, then [a], and back vowels centralize the least. This difference between front and back vowels is particularly robust in the unstressed positions. Recall that the quantity differences caused by lexical stress especially for short vowels were minimal, yet the quality differences were robust. The opposite applied to speech rate variation: it produced robust quantity differences particularly for long vowels but the quality differences were less robust. Finally, Figure 3 shows that despite pervasive contraction of vowel space, the five phonemic vowel qualities remain remarkably well separated in all conditions with the exception of some overlaps in [a] and [o].

Analyzing the effect of vowel centralization as a function of vowel duration, Figure 4 displays Euclidean distance plotted against vowel duration. We pooled together speech rate and phonemic length conditions. Considering both the slopes of the regression lines and R² coefficients we observe that /i/ displays positive slopes and high coefficients consistently for both subjects and stress conditions. Vowel /a/ shows high correlations in three out of four conditions (except unstressed, subject 1), and vowel /e/ behaved similarly to /i/ for subject 1 in both conditions. Finally, vowel /u/ reached a high R² value in the unstressed syllables for subject 2.

4. Discussion and conclusions

The phonemic contrast in vowel quantity in Slovak was robustly present in our data. While prosodic conditions of lexical stress placement and speech rate variation affected particularly long vowel durations to a great extent, the durations of short and long vowels overlapped minimally within prosodic conditions. Phonemic contrast and speech rate produced robust effects on quantity, while lexical stress yielded smaller effects. A tendency for the neutralization of the quantity contrast was observed for front vowels in unstressed position.
movements whereas slow speech gestures consist of multiple sub-movements that may be influenced by feedback mechanisms. Our data fit in this general paradigm if we assume that lexical stress, the quantity and quality of vowels are all phonological attributes with interacting articulatory requirements, and they result in mutually interdependent articulatory submovements (e.g. through gestural blending [12]). Speech rate variation, on the other hand, as a non-phonological dimension, primarily affects the stiffness of the simplified unitary movements in the sense of [7].

Finally, asymmetries between quality and quantity marking of vowel contrasts might give rise to socio-linguistic sound changes. Vowel systems of regional varieties of Hungarian differ with regard to length: in some western dialects there is no quantity distinction for high vowels and since they are not supported by quality distinctions, the contrast is being neutralized. In Czech, [5] observed that western speakers (Bohemians) preferred quality cues for the differentiation of [i:] - [ɪ] contrast, while eastern speakers (Moravians) tended to rely more on durational cues. Since Slovakia borders with the east of the Czech Republic, and we found that durational cues are robustly present, our data support the suggestion of [5] that the difference between the western and eastern Czech speakers could be explained by sound change in progress.
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